
(Table-1).At univariate analysis age�75, BMI�30, ECOG-
PS�2, AACCI>2, augmented Ca-125, evidence of multiple-
site metastasis and of a mixed pathway of recurrence were
statistically significant factors for a reduced probability of
undergoing SCS. At multivariate analysis only ECOG-PS�2
(OR: 0.370, p=0.024), augmented Ca-125 (OR:0.482,
p=0.042), multiple-site metastasis (OR: 0.429, p=0.024) and
the mixed recurrence pathway (OR: 0.111, l=0.008) con-
firmed to be negative predictors. Conversely, nodal recur-
rence-pathway showed an OR of 2.173, p=0.042 suggesting
a higher chance to undergo SCS (Table-1).Complete gross
resection (CGR) was achieved in the 95.7% of patients
selected for surgery (table 1).

Abstract 2022-RA-1196-ESGO Table 1

Conclusion Age>75 years, ECOG-PS�2, positive Ca-125, evi-
dence of multiple-site relapse, and the mixed pathway of
relapse are independent negative predictors of patient operabil-
ity, while the nodal pathway of relapse has been shown to be
a positive predictor.Considering the CGR rate obtained in the
selected population, these factors could be used to build a
preoperative score to correctly identify patients who may ben-
efit from SCS.

2022-VA-1229-ESGO NOVEL METHOD OF UTERINE TRACTION IN
ROBOT ASSISTED TOTAL HYSTERECTOMY

Kazunari Fujino. Obstetrics and Gynecology, Juntendo University, Tokyo, Japan

10.1136/ijgc-2022-ESGO.296

Introduction/Background One of the important procedures for
safely performing robot assisted total hysterectomy is uterine
traction, which is an essential procedure for developing the
field. Manipulators have played a role in benign tumors, but
in surgery for malignant uterine tumors, manipulators are
often avoided because they come into contact with the tumor,
and as a result, it may be difficult to tow the uterus. This
time, I have developed a new uterine traction method, so I
would like to propose it.
Methodology The subjects were cases of endometrial cancer
who underwent total hysterectomy with robot assisted. After
approaching the abdominal cavity, cut the round ligament of
the uterus, expand the broad ligament to the vicinity of the
cervix, and perform the same operation on the left and right.
Leave the proper ovarian ligament uncut. Cut the sterilized
cotton tape to about 25 cm, wrap it around the cervix and
ligate it. When pulling the uterus, hold this tape from the
front and back of the uterus with the 3rd arm and pull it.

Abstract 2022-VA-1229-ESGO Figure 1

Abstract 2022-VA-1229-ESGO Figure 2

Results Since the cotton tape is wrapped around the center of
gravity of the uterus, it is possible to stably pull the uterus in
all directions and three-dimensionally.
Conclusion This method is easy to introduce and enables sta-
ble deployment of the surgical field. It also led to the effec-
tive use of human resources. It can be applied not only to
malignant tumors but also to benign tumors and laparoscopic
surgery.

2022-RA-1240-ESGO RISK FACTORS FOR RECURRENCE OF
ENDOMETRIAL CANCER IN TAIWANESE
WOMEN

1,2Chi-Chang Chang, 3Chalong Cheewakriangkrai, 1Ying-Chen Chen. 1Medical Informatics,
Chung Shan Medical University, TAICHUNG, Taiwan; 2Department of Information
Management, Ming Chuan University, Taoyuan, Taiwan; 3Division of Gynecologic Oncology,
Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand

10.1136/ijgc-2022-ESGO.297

Introduction/Background Endometrial cancer is the most com-
mon neoplasm in the female genital tract in Taiwan. The aim
of this study was to develop a machine learning-based classifi-
cation model to predict risk factors of recurrent endometrial
cancer.
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Methodology A total of 13,324 patients were used to verify
the feasibility and effectiveness of the treatment using data
from three hospital tumor registries. Additionally, five machine
learning approaches were used to develop prediction models,
including LADT (Logical Analysis of Data Trees), NBT (Naïve
Bayes Trees), RF (Random Forests), RT (Random Trees), and
FT (Functional Trees).
Results The experimental results indicate that the RF model
was of the highest accuracy. The results suggest that six of
the most important recurrent risk factors were behavior, age,
tumor metastasis, grade, surgical margins, and pathological
stage.
Conclusion These risk factors should be monitored for
early detection and the clinical features summarized in
this study as additional effective treatments and appro-
priate interventions.

2022-RA-1250-ESGO THE MULTISENT STUDY: A MULTICENTER
STUDY ABOUT THE SENTINEL LYMPH
NODE BIOPSY IN CLINICAL STAGE I AND II
ENDOMETRIAL CANCER

1Natalia R Gomez-Hidalgo, 1Silvia Cabrera-Diaz, 1Vicente Bebia Conesa, 2Virginia
Garcia Pineda, 3Pablo Iserte, 4Francesc Fargas Fabregas, 5Pere Fuste, 6Paula Alonso,
7Tomas Gomez Rodriguez, 8Sergi Fernandez, 9Enrique Chacon, 10Jose Antonio Perez
Alvarez, 11Reyes Oliver, 12Fernando Roldan Rivas, 13Anna Torrent, 14Andres Rave, 15Carlos
A Lopez de la Manzanara Cano, 16Josep Sanchis Pla, 1Antonio Gil Moreno, The MULTISENT
STUDY GROUP. 1Gynecology Oncology, Vall d´Hebron University Hospital, Barcelona, Spain;
2Gynecology Oncology, La Paz Uniervsity Hospital, Madrid, Spain; 3Gynecology Oncology, La
Fe University Hospital, Valencia, Spain; 4Gynecology Oncology, Dexeus Hospital, Barcelona,
Spain; 5Gynecology Oncology, Clinic Hospital, Barcelona, Spain; 6Gynecology Oncology,
Gregorio Marañon University Hospital, Madrid, Spain; 7Gynecology Oncology, Virgen de la
Victoria Hospital, Malaga, Spain; 8Gynecology Oncology, Bellvitge Hospital, Barcelona,
Spain; 9Gynecology Oncology, University Clinic of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain; 10Gynecology
Oncology, Nuestra Señora de la Candelaria Hospital, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Spain;
11Gynecology Oncology, 12 de Octubre University Hospital, Madrid, Spain; 12Gyneology
Oncology, University Clinic Hospital of Zaragoza, Zaragoza, Spain; 13Gynecology Oncology,
University Hospital of Son Espases, Mallorca, Spain; 14Gynecology Oncology, University
Hospital Dr Negrin Gran Canarias, Gran Canarias, Spain; 15General University Hospital of
Ciudad Real, Ciudad Real, Spain; 16IVO, Valencia, Spain

10.1136/ijgc-2022-ESGO.298

Introduction/Background To evaluate the most accurate techni-
que for sentinel-lymph-node (SLN) biopsy in Endometrial can-
cer (EC) performed by the different Spanish centers.
Methodology This is a multi-institutional retrospective study
including patients with preoperative clinical stage I-II EC
FIGO 2009, of all histologies and grades undergoing SLN
mapping from January 2015 to January 2022. Patients
received three different tracers: Indocyanine green (ICG), ICG
+ technetium-99m (99mTC) and 99mTC alone and different
sites of injections (cervical, uterus and both) were used.
Twenty-four Spanish centers were enrolled. Negative SLN
were ultra-staged with immunohistochemistry for cytokeratin
and OSNA.
Results 1221 patients were analyzed. Median number of
resected SLNs was 2 (range 1–3). 526 (43%) patients received
ICG, 332 (27.1%) received ICG + 99mTC and 363 (29.7%)
99mTC alone. The cervical injection was used in 1121 (92%)
patients, 60 (5%) patients underwent a uterine injection and
40 (3%) patients received both. The bilateral mapping rates
were 324 (61.6%) for ICG group, 250 (75.3%) for ICG +

99mTC and 173 (47.7%) for 99mTC alone. The para-aortic
mapping rate was 18 (3.4%) for ICG group, 38 (11.5%) for
ICG + 99mTC and 25 (6.9%) for 99mTC alone, respectively
(p< 0.001). Empty node packets were diagnosed only in 10
(1.6%) patients of the ICG group (p <0.001). The sensitivity
was: 77% for ICG group, 90% for ICG + 99mTC and 97%
for 99mTC alone. The false negative rate was 23% for the
ICG group, 9,5% for ICG + 99mTC group and 3,3%
99mTC alone group.

Univariate and multivariate analysis showed that age, uterus
site of injection and the use of ICG + 99mTC were inde-
pendent predictive factors of bilateral drainage.

Abstract 2022-RA-1250-ESGO Table 1 Patient demographics
and sentinel lymph node biopsy characteristics

Abstract 2022-RA-1250-ESGO Table 2 Multivariate analysis:
bilateral drainage

Conclusion We did not find any differences among tracers in
terms of accuracy; Otherwise, combining 99mTc to ICG
achieves the highest overall and bilateral detection rates.
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